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POSSIBILITIES OF THE INTERNET 
A.Y. Barybina – Sumy State 
As I am a student of the IT- speciality, “Innovations in the World of Communicative Technologies” 
is a close theme to me. And this is up-to-date theme as every day we use computers and the Internet for 
entertainment, for example, watching films, reading books, playing computer games and for work. You can 
read scientific or simply interesting articles, exchange experience with other people who are specialists in 
your field. I think everyone has accounts on the Facebook, Twitter and other sites for communicating with 
people from different cities and even countries. So nowadays our lives are filled up with World Wide Web 
and social media. That is why scientists, computerniks, designers from all over the world try to make your 
sojourn in the computer reality more convenient and to some extend potential. As a result every day we have 
new devices, gadgets, programs and improvement of the ready-existing programs. So, I`ve chosen several 
examples, which shows us the most interesting and vivid innovations. 
I would like to begin with the information about some very useful things for students. This is “LT 
Brush”. Everyone knows that students are very lazy. (This is also my experience). We can do everything at 
our lectures, but write no notes. Sometimes even the most diligent students don`t like to write down 
information in their copybooks. The device, called “LT Brush” will be helpful for careless students. It can fix 
them up with ideal notes. This device was developed by a Chinese designer. It is supplied with a camera and 
an unusual scanner, which is able to scan information from the black board. So, having such device you can 
listen to the record of the lecture and be sure in your success at exams.  
A pocket book is the next device in my list. This device affords reading books in an electronic 
variant. Nowadays real books from the libraries are not very popular. As you can get an electronic variant of 
every book you want: different authors, different genres.  And you can take it with yourselves without any 
problems. The next advantage is portable. Usually a pocket book has a good screen and doesn`t afford our 
eyes to get tired. This will be really useful device to you if you read a lot. As the prices on books are high, 
the pocket book is a good chance to you to save your money. 
As for the next device we`ve heard a lot of fairytales, stories and legends. This is a magnetic 
unvisible coat. Nowadays researches of the invisibility and management of it are exceptionally claimed.  
Means of disguise are being improved every day. Not long ago the group of physicists and engineers 
demonstrated us working copies of unvisible coats. With the help of them you can hide objects from light 
and sound. And the latest development is an antimagnetic coat, which protects objects from permanent 
geomagnetic field and doesn’t break it. The designers of the unvisible coat reported about their device in 
edition “New Journal of Physics”. But these scientists need few months to get experimental confirmation.  
In conclusion I`d like to say that the amazing growth of the Internet is going continue. The 
following predictions about the future of the Internet can be made: 
1. You`ll get more content via channels 
2. You`ll get more software via online distribution. 
3. Streaming video and audio will become common. 
4. Electronic commerce will become commonplace. 
5. Pricing structure of the Internet access will change 
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